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ICSU World Data System (ICSU-WDS) Biennial Report
1. Identification Information

The contents of your Report may be made public on the WDS website. If any information you
supply is considered sensitive, please indicate this within the text or the Feedback section. If
you do not want any of this Report to be openly accessible, please uncheck the following:

■

The WDS-IPO has my permission to place this Report on the WDS website

Please confirm that the following information is correct or make revisions, as appropriate.
1.1 Details of organization
Name:

WDC - Sunspot Index and Long-term Solar Observations (SILSO)

Website:

http://sidc.be

Host Organization:

Solar Influences Data analysis Center - Royal Observatory of Belgium

Network(s):

1.2 Details of WDS point-of-contact
Contact Name:

Frédéric Clette

Address Line 1:

Royal Observatory of Belgium

Address Line 2:

3, avenue circulaire

Town/City:

Bruxelles

County/State/Province: Postal/ZIP Code:

1180

Country:

Belgium

Email Address:

frederic.clette@oma.be

Telephone:

../32/2/373.02.33

Facsimile:

1.3 Function(s) within ICSU-WDS

■ Data collection and processing (including quality assurance/control)
■ Long-term data repository (e.g., data library; including open access to all data)
■ Data publisher (including citability, use of persistent identifiers, and peer-review-like
procedures for data and products)

■ Community (data-)related service
General service (e.g., mapping, cataloguing, bibliography and bibliometrics, or data
dissemination)
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2. Remit & Status
2.1 Please provide a short summary of the remit of your organization. [Max. ≈ 250 words]
The WDC-SILSO's mission is the monitoring of solar activity on the longest time-scales. In this context, it is
our objective to preserve, develop and diffuse the knowledge of the long-term variations of solar activity, as
a reference input to studies of the solar cycle mechanism and of the solar forcing on the Earth's climate.
We have the responsibility to produce solar indices, preserve this important time series spanning 400 years
and distribute those solar data as well as publish the results in a timely fashion. This is assured through the
website, monthly Sunspot Bulletins, emails, and regular mails sent to our user-community. This work is
carried out under scientific supervision of the International Astronomical Union (renewed formal supervision
process under implementation in 2015)
In order to produce the sunspot number, our WDC coordinates a worldwide network of observers (about 80
stations), including both professional observatories and individual volunteers (qualified amateur
astronomers). Our user-community is very wide: solar physicists, scientists of various disciplines (Earth
magnetosphere, space physics, climatology), general public and amateur astronomers, educational
programs, public and governmental organizations at the national, regional and international level (e.g.
NASA, UNESCO, defense, etc.) and private companies (satellite operators, civil aviation, electrical power
grid, pipeline infrastructures).This index is very important especially for the Climate Community as it is the
only direct measurement of the variable solar input over several past centuries.

Guidance
• Include here
o The mission of your organization and its responsibilities
o Links to strategic documents/business plans for achieving this mission
o Any stakeholders, for example, data producers/depositors and user community(ies)

2.2 Please provide a short summary of the current status of your organization.
[Max. ≈ 250 words]
Since 1981, the WDC-SILSO is included in the Solar Physics Department of the Royal Observatory of
Belgium (ROB), which also hosts a Regional Warning Center, member of the ISES (International Space
Environment Services) funded by ESA and is involved in or leads various international research projects,
including solar space missions (attached: Organigramme_SILSO_ROB.PNG). The SILSO team lost one
staff member in 2013 and now consists only of 2 persons: Frédéric Clette (Director and lead scientist) and
Olivier Lemaître (data encoding and mailings, webmaster and database management). In addition, post-doc
Laure Lefèvre has been working under successive short-term contracts (Belgian and European funding) for
projects exploiting the SILSO data sets. The SILSO operation costs are split in (1) Staff costs 65,000 € (2)
Equipment 3,000 € (3) Postal costs 200 €. Those costs are entirely borne by the ROB, the sole stable
funding source accessible. Other external funding was obtained in the framework of time-limited research
projects (post-doc researcher) but this kind of transient and targeted funding cannot support the primary
data production activity. As a consequence, over the past few years, the current SILSO staff has become
insufficient to cope with all requirements of a WDC, beyond the baseline monthly production of the Sunspot
Index. Discussions initiated with the Director of ROB in 2013 are still in progress. According to the ADS
astronomical publication database, an average of 10 papers per month are published concerning the
Sunspot Number. An equivalent Google search gives more than 250,000 hits for "sunspot number".

Guidance
• Give details on your
o Organizational structure, including the connections to your host organization
o Funding
o Staffing levels
o Usage statistics, for instance, number of national/international users or downloads
• In particular, please indicate any changes to the above over the last two years and
whether any changes are anticipated to occur within the next two years.
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3. Activities & Developments
Note: In this section, you may wish to cite other reports your organization has generated
(e.g., annual reports), as deemed necessary. Please provide links to those reports here
and reference them in your responses. [Free text]

We had already provided a 2013-2014 to the WDS prior to the introduction of this new format. This report is partly based on annu

3.1 Please list any major conferences/meetings attended by your organization over the
previous two years. [Max. ≈ 100 words]
3rd Sunspot Number Workshop, NSO, Tucson, January 2013. EGU General Assembly 2013, Vienna,
Austria, April 2013. AGU Chapman Conference, Key Largo, USA, April 2013. Space Climate 5 Symposium,
Oulu, Finland, June 2013. TOSCA meeting, Prague, Czec Republic, October 2013. AOSWA Workshop,
Kunming, China, November 2013. ISSI Workshop , Bern, Switzerland, Nov. 2013. ESWW10 meeting,
Antwerp, Nov. 2013. 4th Sunspot Number Workshop, Locarno, Switzerland, May 2014. 40th COSPAR
scientific Assembly, Moscow, Russia, August 2014. European Solar Physics Meeting, ESPM-14, Dublin,
Sep. 2014. Solar Metrology Symposium, Paris, Oct. 2014.

3.2 Please list any major articles or research papers produced by your organization over
the previous two years. [Max. ≈ 100 words]
WDC-SILSO: Sunspot Bulletin, n° 1 to 12 ( 2013, 2014)
WDC-SILSO: SILSO News, n° 1 to 4., (2013, 2014)
E.W.Cliver, F.Clette, L.Svalgaard, Central European Astrophysical Bulletin, Vol.37 (2), 401-416 (2013).
Lefèvre, L., Clette, F., Solar Physics, Volume 289, Issue 2, pp.545-561, 2014
Owens, B.: News in focus: Long-Term research, Nature, Volume 495 Number 7441 pp281-404, March 21,
2013. (highlights the Sunspot Number Series)
Clette, F., et al., Space Science Reviews, Volume 186, Issue 1-4, pp. 35-103 (2014)

3.3 Please list any capacity building/training efforts by your organization over the previous
two years. [Max. ≈ 100 words]
None

3.4 Please mention any engagement by your organization with ICSU research programmes
(list available here) and with WDS (e.g., in Working Groups). [Max. ≈ 100 words]
The WDC-SILSO is involved in the SCOSTEP VarSITI program. The inclusion of the Sunspot Number in
the GCOS program is envisaged and initial contacts have been undertaken.
Given the impact of solar activity on spaceflight, we have connexions with COSPAR (invited talk in August
2014) but we are not engaged or supported by COSPAR programs.
Note that none of those program participations bring financial support to our operational services, although
they bring additional demands from our WDC.
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3. Activities & Developments (Continued)
3.5 Please give an overview of the status of any previously ongoing and new scientific and
technological developments within your organization over the previous two years.
[Max. ≈ 200 words]
The joint recalibration work of the entire sunspot number series, initiated in 2011, was continued in
2013-2014 in connection with the community of international experts established around the Sunspot
Number Workshops. Two more workshops were organized in 2013 and 2014 and significant progress was
made in the identification quantification of corrections to the current series.A synthesis of the recalibration
analyses and resulting corrections was presented at an ISSI Workshop dedicated to the Solar Cycle (Bern,
November 2013) and resulted in an extended review paper published in Space Sciences Reviews at the
end of 2014. As part of this work, we prepared an entirely new software that will allow a full recalculation of
the "Brussels" part of the sunspot number series exploiting our entire archive of original sunspot counts
from the 270 stations that contributed to the SN determination since 1981(> 540.000 data).
In parallel, we also participated to several European projects: COMESEP (ended Jan. 2014), SOLID,
TOSCA that require the SILSO sunspot series and also the expertise of SILSO scientists in historical
sunspot observations. This research involved the identification of source regions of rare extreme solar flares
and resulting geomagnetic storms over past centuries and the reconstruction of past solar irradiance
variations based on sunpot-based proxies.

3.6 Please give an overview of any new data, products, and services offered by your
organization over the previous two years. [Max. ≈ 200 words]
In September 2013, the new SILSO web site was publicly released. (http://www.sidc.be/silso/,
SILSOWeb.png) It entirely replaces the “Sunspot” subsection that was embedded in the SIDC ISES web
site and now provides a direct portal dedicated to the long-term sunspot data series. Some data sets were
provided in a new format (CSV) and most of our data plots have been entirely refurbished. This allowed to
re-design the plots and create clearer and more attractive graphics. This includes: Daily, monthly and yearly
total and hemispheric sunspot numbers and 12-month predictions (4 methods). (Predictions.png)
In 2013, The Estimated International Suspot Number (EISN) was upgraded. A new program now computes
the EISN for all days of the current month and is published in near real-time (5-minute cadence), as new
data are entered by all SILSO stations, both in numerical and graphical form. This dynamical plot has
become one of the most popular SILSO products and is displayed on the main SILSO Web page.
(EISN.png)
This new Web site also provides extra information describing the data sets. It will be progressively
expanded but already provides the platform to the release of the new fully recalibrated sunspot series and
associated meta-data (scheduled in 2015)

3.7 Please give an overview of any new standards or best practices adopted by your
organization over the previous two years. [Max. ≈ 200 words]
The global refurbishment of all processing software undertaken in 2011-12 was continued, with a major
milestone in 2013. The production of the sunspot number was transferred to the new programs in May
2013. The tests have shown that only minor differences occurred between the output of both systems,
almost always due to imperfections in the old software. The old server was finally turned off in December
2013. This global software maintenance brought a strong improvement in the stability of the monthly
procedures.
Our modernization then turned to the production of new data products and graphical representations for our
Web site and the creation of prototype databases containing all our sunspot archives. Those databases
open the way to new modern access to the sunspot number data for our external users. All this new
software is mainly developed in Python and MySQL languages.
The end-to-end recalibration campaign that is now about to reach completion as well as project-associated
research have led to the development and testing of new statistical methods and software algorithms that
will be ported to the data production and quality control. Deep changes in our processing method are
planned over the coming months and years.
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4. Assessment & Accreditation
4.1 Please supply details of any formal assessment or accreditation your organization has
undergone within the last two years (other than WDS certification). [Max. ≈ 100 words]
No formal assessment by the IAU took place over the past two years.
However, formal arrangements have been started with the IAU top authorities to revive this supervision.
This will include the implementation of a version management framework and the nomination of a Scientific
Steering Committee, providing guidance and approving future upgrades to our sunspot data sets.
(Formal approval is expected in August 2015, at the occasion of the IAU bi-annual General Assembly)

Guidance
• An assessment or accreditation should ideally be performed by external body, for example,
the Data Seal of Approval, an umbrella organization (network), or certification under ISO
9001. However, it may also include the adoption of an internal Quality Management
System/Framework without official ISO 9001 certification. If your organization has a
documented Quality Manual, please mention this and attach it to your report.

4.2 Please list any changes within your organization related to its accreditation as a WDS
Member. In particular, please refer to any feedback given by the Reviewers of your
organization’s application on WDS criteria that required future clarification or
improvement. [Max. ≈ 450 words]
Three points were mentioned by the referees: the first one concerned the external guidance, the second
one the mission statement and the last one interoperability within the Solar Physics community. Here is
what we implemented in response.
1) Since 2011, a community of about 40 specialists has been established in the framework of the revision of
the sunspot number series. This community convened regularly at the occasion of successive Sunspot
Number Workshops (http://ssnworkshop.wikia.com/wiki/Home), co-organized by the National Solar
Observatory (US) and the WDS-SILSO. This allowed to involve scientists with a broad range of
competences in solar physics, the solar cycle and data processing techniques, both for providing science
input and also for discussing the changes envisioned for the sunspot time series. This laid the base for a
more permanent and formal scientific committee now in negotiation with the IAU authorities (cf. item 4.1).
It should be noted that all this was prompted and developed entirely on the initiative the WDC-SILSO
scientists.
2) A first version of our mission statement given during the accreditation process has been improved and
now officially appears as part of the global mission statement of the ROB Solar Physics department
(http://sidc.oma.be/aboutSIDC/). A more extensive and detailed statement is planned and will be included in
the dedicated SILSO web site.
3) Our data are now accessible in a much more structured way through the dedicated SILSO website. In
response to user demands, we adjusted our data file format and introduced the CSV format allowing direct
import into wide-used spreadsheet programs. In addition, sunspot numbers produced at SILSO are also
accessible through the NGDC website (http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov). To ensure that cross-disciplinary
aspects of this index are well exploited, we also attend multi-discipline meetings like the EGU and the AGU.
For the sunspot number, we must limit ourselves to truly universal formats to ensure interoperability not
only inside the Solar Physics community and other scientific communities but also the broad non-scientific
public and institutions. Indeed, this extremely wide array of users is a specificity of the sunspot number and
requires special care to avoid advanced but too specialized formats. Fortunately, given the limited byte-size
of our data sets, specialized tools are not needed to make them manageable for external users. Still, next
to the base ASCII text files, we are now building MySQL databases that will soon provide a new mode of
user interaction with our data sets through interactive query forms on our new SILSO web site.
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5. Future Targets
5.1 Please list any key targets that your organization has for the upcoming two years.
[Max. ≈ 300 words]
Official release of the new re-calibrated sunspot number (and group number) series. This will include:
1) Implementation of the version tracking system (archive and documentation). 2) Production of a special
thematic Journal issue (probably Solar Physics). 3) Organization of additional Workshops and participation
to scientific meetings to inform the science community of fully modified data set. 4) Proceed with the
establishment of a IAU-accredited SILSO scientific advisory committee.
Operational software and data products:
1) Implementation of a new core index calculation software based on an improved calculation method
resulting from the recalibration of the entire past series. 2) Replacement of current output data files. 3)
Implementation of additional data products. 4) Automated production of the Sunspot Bulletin using Latex
SILSO Web site:
1) Further development of the SILSO Web site (information, documentation). 2) Dedicated observer section
for interaction with the contribution SILSO stations.
Development of the USET solar station (key station in the worldwide SILSO network) and its 70-year
sunspot catalogue:
1) Completion of systematic encoding of Uccle sunspot drawing collection. 2) Systematic data validation of
the resulting Uccle sunspot catalogue (comparison and merging with parallel catalogs, RGO, DPD,
USAF/SOON) and exploitation in the framework of the EU/FP7 SOLID project. 3) Creation of a group
tracking algorithm. 4) Release of the final USET sunspot catalogue through a Web-based interface. 5)
Completion of telescope automation and automated pointing software for solar imaging telescopes.

6. Feedback
6.1 Thank you for completing your WDS Biennial Report. The format of this Report is not
seen as final, and we very much welcome your input on possible improvements to this
template and to the procedure. Therefore, please use the space below to let us know of
any general comments you have, as well as any specific thoughts on its relevance to
your organization. [Free text]
The size limit of some sections might be just a bit too low. We would suggest to leave more space
especially for sections 2.2 and 3.5.
The use of a PDF form seems to pose some compatibility problems. On some computers and operating
systems, the documents appears as read-only.
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